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Mentoring Program - If you have a project, a problem in any woodworking area, these members have volenteered to help.
Give them a call. Frank Tartarmella 802-8989; John Marcon: 478-0646; Eltee Thibodeaux: 436-1997; Ray Kebodeaux: 5832378. Each have years of experience and knowledge.

May Meeting Highlights
Ray Kebodeaxu’s new home was our meeting place this
month. Ray had to move after the Laura/Delta storms from
his wonderful home and great shop. Yet, the new (two) shops
are coming along and we got a short tour.
In terms of health for the members, Eltee Thibadeaux
may be out for a while as well as Darren Hood (Covid). We
hope them well and soon. We also understand that J.W.
Anderson is under the weather. Pray for all.
For saftey, it was mentioned that we all need to be
concerned about tripping and falling risks. I certainly know
this as my shop is still in dissaray with no overhead lighting. A
reminder was that lungs (dust), eyes and ears need to be
protected as well.
Should you be a veteran, many local supliers provive
discounts to you. For example, Stines and Home Depot.
Both provide a 10% discount on products you purchase,
but you must ask about this during the purchase and the discount may be limited. Some stores are not participating but
you should ask. For example. Home Depot provides the
discount on Memorial Day, 4th of July and Venterans Day
only and is limited to $50. Stines does about the same with
Memorial Day, 4th of July and Veterans Day. Be prepared
to show a DD214 as needed and if asked. Disounts are not
available for online purchases.
Lowes also offers military (current and retired) discounts as well but you must register for this at their web site
There may be others in the
area that offer military discounts -- just be bold and
ask your supplier.
Show and Tell was
great this month with many
items as we had a lot of pentup work that members were
doing in their shops.
Bill Fey started out
with a great bird house that
he built.
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J.W. Anderson brought some of his new keepsake boxes.
One made of beech, cypress and sycamore with a lid. The
other was also round out of cypress and both finished with
poly. The second box had a nice turquoise inlay in the lid.

Patrick LaPoint had a nice box as well out of mahogany
and felted inside with a lacqur finish. Ray Kebodeaux also
had a sweet box with a mirrow
inside and flocked.

Steve McCorkadale brought photos of his latest table actually built
from a previous table damaged by one of the hurricanes.
Stve also won the gift card this month.
Catherine Depuis brought some of Mike’s DVDs
on woodworking tht she gave away. Thank you!
Please remember that if you have not paid your 2021
yearly dues, this could be the last newsletter you will receive.
The dues pay for meeting refreshments plus this newsletter
and web site.
Coming up . . . Saturday, June 12, 2021 at 9:00 A.M. at the
shop of Patrick LaPoint in Sulphur.
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Sanding for a Stained Finish
Random-orbit sanders employ a dual-action motion (the disc
rotates and oscillates) to create a uniform scratch pattern
that minimizes visible scratches. Bearing down and moving
fast while using this type of sander feels natural, but it’s the
wrong thing to do because it disrupts the sander’s dual-action motion and creates uneven scratch patterns. Noticeable
scratch marks are the unfortunate result. To keep scratch
marks at bay, random-orbit sander manufacturers recommend moving the sander very slowly, about 5 to 10 seconds
to cover 6", and applying only light pressure, about 2 to 4
lbs., which is about the weight of your arm.
Hand sanding with the grain should always be your
last step before applying stain. Power sanding may be a real
time-saver, but it rarely leaves surfaces that are entirely
scratch-free. Hand sanding after power sanding aligns all the
sanding scratches so that the grain will help to hide them.
Bearing down when you sand by hand is OK. In fact, it
speeds up the process. Using a cork-faced sanding block
helps to evenly distribute the sanding pressure. Start with the
same grit size that you used for your last round of power
sanding. If visible scratches from power sanding remain after
hand sanding, switch to slightly coarser grit and start again.
Sanding to super-fine grits makes wood look great
under a clear oil finish, but it can cause problems if you plan
to use stain. Most oil-based
stains contain pigments,
which color wood by lodging in pores and other crevices in the surface—such
as sanding scratches. As
these crevices decrease in
size, the stain becomes less
effective. Many stain
manufacturers recommend
finish sanding to 220 grit at
most and stopping at a
lower grit for a darker
color. The samples at right
show the difference in stain
penetration on mahogany
between stopping at 180 grit (left) and sanding to 320 grit
(right).
An old-school method for eliminating visible scratch
marks is to purposefully make them visible by sanding across
the grain as you work your way through the grits. After sanding
diagonally in one direction, change to finer grit and sand diagonally in the opposite direction until the scratches from the
previous grit disappear. Step up another grit and sand with

the grain until all the diagonal scratches are gone.
Want to create a finishing time bomb? Just wait to
sand and stain frame-and-panel structures after they’re assembled. During the heating season, the panel is likely to
shrink because of the lower humidity, exposing a strip of
unfinished wood at one or both edges. To hide the panel’s
seasonal movement, sand, stain and finish it before assembling the frame-and-panel structure.
Beware of sanding across joints on stile-and-rail and
face-frame assemblies. The goal of sanding by hand is to
hide scratches by aligning them with the grain. But going too
far on these joints makes the scratches stand out like a sore
thumb. To avoid this problem, simply sand the stiles last—
and when you sand the stiles, be careful not to cross the joint
line, or you’ll leave unsightly cross-grain scratches on the
end of the rail. On miter joints, sand to the joint line from
each direction.
One way to keep end grain from going dark when
stain is applied is to sand it to finer grit than the face grain.
On most woods, the end grain is considerably harder than
the face grain, which makes sanding scratches and other crevices harder to remove. As a result, the end grain looks darker
when it’s stained.
Resist the temptation to stain moldings without sanding them. Even if they feel smooth, moldings often contain
milling marks on the raw wood. These marks can be very
hard to see because of the wood’s grain and the molding’s
curved surfaces. But if you don’t eliminate them by sanding,
they’ll show up as bands of parallel lines when you stain.
Water-based dyes and stains often leave a rough
surface because they cause wood fibers bent over by sanding to swell and stand up. The best way to avoid this problem is to preemptively raise and flatten the grain. Then it won’t
happen when stain is applied. Dampen the wood and let it
dry. Then smooth the surface by sanding very lightly with the
same grit used for final sanding.
The best material for sanding unfinished wood is made
with premium aluminum oxide abrasive that’s graded for consistent size, applied in an open coat, resin-bonded to a flexible lightweight backing and covered with an anti-clogging
material. So how do you choose the right stuff? Many manufacturers use color to brand their top-quality sheets, so one
easy way is to look for paper that’s a distinctive color. Norton
3X and 3M Pro Grade are two such examples. Ironically,
sandpaper in shades of brown—the color of sand—is often
made with garnet abrasive, which dulls much more quickly
than aluminum oxide, so it isn’t the best choice. This paper
isn’t likely to be covered with an anti-clogging material, either. Barry Humphus with help from Popular Woodworking
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Tips for Sharpening
Hand tools are a pleasure to use-if they’re sharp. Once you
have a sharp tool in your hands, you’ll begin to realize why
some woodworkers are so passionate about old ways of
working wood. Slow can be beautiful, after all.
I’ve been a hand tool enthusiast for years, and I can
say that learning how to sharpen a tool is just as important as
learning how to handle it. It’s not something you master right
away; sharpening is a skill that requires patience, practice,
and persistence. This story is for you who already know a
bit about sharpening, and are ready to move up a level.
You can chew up a lot of sandpaper flattening a plane
iron, a large chisel or the bottom of a plane. It makes sense
to use paper that lasts a long time–like a sanding belt. But, if
you cut a belt to lay open, it won’t sit flat, because its backing is too stiff. To overcome this problem, you can build a jig
that stretches a belt very tight. Only use it with coarse grits–
60, 80, and 100 –
for tools that need
a lot of metal removed from them.
It’s double-sided,
of course, so
you’ll use the
whole belt. It
won’t slip when
you’re lapping,
because the abrasive on the bottom grips your workbench.
The one I made is for 6×48 belts (design found at
Popular Woodworking), but it could be any size. The body
consists three pieces of 3/4" MDF laminated together. After
gluing, flatten the faces by rubbing the blank on sheets of
sandpaper taped to the top of a tablesaw. Round the ends
by making 45° cuts on both ends of the blank, then soften
the sharp corners with a file. Cut off the short end and make
opposing wedges to pull the belt tight.
Conventional wisdom holds that you must lap the
back of a plane iron in order to get a keen edge. Well, this is
not necessarily so. There is an alternative: skip the lapping
and substitute a back bevel. The process is quite simple.
When it’s time to remove the wire edge formed by honing
the bevel, place a thin object, such as a piece of plastic or a
6" stainless steel rule, along one side of your finest stone.
Rest the blade on this shim when you remove the wire edge.
The shim elevates the blade just enough to form a back bevel
of only a few degrees.
The back of your blade still has to be relatively flat,
so that there are no gaps under the chip breaker. A few
strokes on the finest stone should do the job. There’s no
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point in making this a large bevel, so long as it goes across
the full width of the blade. Once your form a back bevel,
you’ll have to continue following this method each time you
hone. In order to maintain a constant angle, always place
your shim and the blade on the same places on the stone. A
back bevel raises the effective cutting angle of your plane.
This helps reduce tearout, but it also makes the plane a little
harder to push. Credit for popularizing this technique properly goes to David Charlesworth, a well-known English cabinetmaker.
A microbevel sounds like a pretty sophisticated concept, but the idea is really quite simple. A microbevel is just a
very short bevel that’s honed at a slightly steeper angle than
the rest of a tool’s bevel. You create it in the last stage of the
honing process, using your finest stone.
Why bother? A microbevel has two significant benefits. First, it gives you an extremely sharp edge with a minimum amount of effort. When you’re honing on your finest
stone, each stroke doesn’t remove a whole lot of steel. There’s
no point in making the whole bevel as smooth and shiny as
possible, so it makes sense to concentrate your efforts right
at the business end, where it counts. And that’s what happens when you raise the honing angle a degree or two.
A microbevel also makes your edge last a bit longer.
Think of your blade as a wedge. A thin wedge is going to dull
quicker than a thick wedge, right? A 35° edge, for example,
will stay sharp longer than a 25° edge. So any increase in a
bevel’s angle helps an edge stay sharp, even if it’s only a
degree or two.
Is the back of your chisel really flat? For accurate
paring, it has to be as flat as flat can be, for at least 2 to 3".
Even though your chisel may look like it’s OK, it probably
needs to be lapped to make it truly flat. Lapping consists of
two stages: flattening and polishing. First, you flatten the back
by rubbing it hard on sandpaper that’s adhered to a flat surface. I’ve used a 1/4" thick piece of glass, the cast iron wing
of a tablesaw, or the bed of a jointe.
Start with 220 grit paper. Take a few strokes and
examine the back. If it’s really bad, begin lapping in earnest
with 80 grit paper. On most chisels, I start with 120 grit. If
the back is pretty good, begin with 220 grit. On your first
grit, keep sanding until the scratches go all the way from
corner to corner and 2 to 3" up the length of the back. This
completes the flattening stage.
In the next stage, polish the back with finer and finer
grits. A complete sequence is 80, 120, 180, 220, and 320
grit standard paper. (You can go even farther, and save wear
on your stones, by using 15 micron and 5 micron 3M PSAbacked Microfinishing paper). Barry with help from Popular
Woodworking.
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June Meeting Location
We have the wonderful opportunity to meet at Patrick
LaPoint’s car port for the first time in a long time. Patrick’s
address is 116 East Thomas Street, Sulphur, LA 70663 and
phone number is 337-563-8339 should you need further
directions.
Go to Sulphur and go North on Rruth street (exit 23
off I-10). Continue onto Ruth to E. Huntington and then turn
right onto to E. Thomas just before E. Napolean. Patrick’s
home will be on your left at 116 E Thomas.
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